Textiles Surveillance Body

DRAFT AGENDA OF THE THIRD MEETING (1987)

The Textiles Surveillance Body will hold its third meeting of 1987 on 5-10 March, beginning at 10 a.m. in Room B. The points for discussion are as follows:

1. Adoption of the agenda
2. Draft report of the second meeting (TEX.SB/W/438)

Notifications under Article 4

3. United States/Malaysia: Amendment (TEX.SB/1289)
5. Finland/Macao: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/1297)
6. Finland/Korea: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/1298)
7. Finland/Thailand: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/1299)
8. Finland/India: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/1300)
9. Finland/Hong Kong: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/1302)
10. Sweden/Philippines: Modification (TEX.SB/1303)
11. Sweden/India and Sweden/Yugoslavia: Extensions (TEX.SB/1304)
12. United States/Thailand: Modification (TEX.SB/1305)
13. United States/Malaysia: Modification (TEX.SB/1306)
14. United States/Philippines: Extension (TEX.SB/1307)
15. United States/Yugoslavia: Extension and Modification (TEX.SB/1308)

Notification under Articles 7 and 8

16. Finland/China: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/1301)
17. United States/China: Modification (TEX.SB/1309)
18. United States/Trinidad and Tobago: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/1310)
19. United States/Haiti: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/1311)
Notification under Article 8:4

20. EEC/Brazil (TEX.SB/1291) (See also TEX.SB/1286)

Notification under Article 11:4


Other business